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                    Abstract
In the present paper, the Fregean conception of proof-theoretic semantics that I developed elsewhere will be revised so as to better reflect the different roles played by open and closed derivations. I will argue that such a conception can deliver a semantic analysis of languages containing paradoxical expressions provided some of its basic tenets are liberalized. In particular, the notion of function underlying the Brouwer–Heyting–Kolmogorov explanation of implication should be understood as admitting functions to be partial. As argued in previous work, the correctness of an inference rule (and of a hypothetical derivation) should not be defined in terms of transmission of provability, but rather should be grounded on weaker principles, which I show that are motivated by consideration about the content of the inversion principle. In the conclusion, I briefly address the issue of compositionality, arguing that the violation of compositionality induced by paradoxes are no worse than others that are regarded, at least by Dummett, as wholly unproblematic.
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	Thus Frege’s terminology, according to which functions and objects are unsaturated and saturated entities respectively, is reversed in the context of intuitionistic type theory: dependent objects are unsaturated entities and the functions proving \(A\supset B\) are saturated entities.


	In rule schemata, square brackets are used to indicate the form of the assumptions that can be discharged by rule applications. On the other hand, in schematic derivations, a formula in square brackets indicates an arbitrary number (\(\ge 0\)) of occurrences of that formula, if the formula is in assumption position, or of the whole sub-derivation having the formula in brackets as conclusion, as done by Prawitz (1965). Moreover, following Prawitz I indicate discharge in actual (respectively schematic) derivations simply with numbers (resp. possibly indexed letters) placed above the discharged assumptions and to the left of the inference line at which the assumptions are discharged.


	We use A(t / x) for capture-avoiding substitution of t for x in A.


	When we apply “open” and “closed” to the sub-derivation \(\mathscr {D}'\) of a given derivation \(\mathscr {D}\) we will however consider \(\mathscr {D}'\) to be open if on the path between its conclusion and the conclusion of the whole derivation \(\mathscr {D}\) one encounters a rule application that could discharge assumptions in \(\mathscr {D}'\). Thus the immediated sub-derivation of a derivation ending with \(\supset\)I will always be considered open, even if the application of \(\supset\)I the discharge is vacuous and all assumptions were already discharged.


	The term fully evaluated is from Nordström et al. (1990). In Tranchini (2012, 2016a), I put more emphasis on the notion of normal derivation rather than of fully evaluated derivation. That fully evaluated derivations, and not normal derivations, should be regarded as those denoting proofs in the most direct way is a significant shift of perspective compared to previous formulations of proof-theoretic semantic that I gave, as it will clearly emerge in Sect. 5 below. I thank one of the referee for forcing me to clarify this point.


	As observed by one of the referees, in denotation semantics for the untyped lambda calculus (stemming from Scott 1970; Scott and Strachey 1971), one usually identifies denoting terms with solvable terms rather than with normalising terms, where the solvable terms can be syntactically characterized as those that reduce to head normal form (Barendregt 1985, Chap. 8). As fully evaluated derivations are essentially those in weak head normal form, our proposal can be seen as equating denoting derivations with weakly solvable terms (Abramsky and Ong 1993). A systematic investigation of these connections is left for further work.


	It should be observed that in intuitionistic type theory one is entitled to assume x : A only if one has previously established that A is a well-formed sentence, which is expressed in the theory by a third form of judgement, \(A\ \mathbf {set}\). We thus have the following rule for introducing assumptions in derivations:


Judgements of the form \(A\ \mathbf {set}\) must in turn be derived by means of a fourth kind of rules beside introduction, elimination and equality rules, called formation rule. Moreover, implicit in each introduction, elimination and equality rules are also opportune premises having this form. For the present purposes we can however avoid these complications.


	These considerations justify in fact the elimination rules having the form first proposed by Martin-Löf (1972) and Prawitz (1979) and later generalized by Schroeder-Heister (1981, 1984). The “direct” elimination rules discussed in the paper are equivalent with those in general form in the framework of Gentzen-Prawitz natural deduction, but in a type-theoretic setting the general rules are strictly stronger (Garner 2009).


	Non-standard elements are of course ruled out by the second-order definition (“The set of natural numbers is the smallest set X such that...”) which is however strictly stronger than the first-order formulations given by clauses (i)–(iii) or encoded by the introduction and elimination rules. The second order-formulation is categorical, while the first-oder formulations aren’t!


	Moreover they do rule out certain rules as incorrect, for instance those of \(\mathsf {tonk}\), for a thorough discussion see Tranchini (2016a).


	As a matter of fact, the following definition could be strengthened by requiring that the collection of elimination rules for \(\dagger\) should be at least interderivable with the unique elimination rule in general form. For the need of an even stronger condition see Tranchini (2016b).


	We consider only reductions, neither expansions nor permutations.


	These slight changes with respect to Prawitz’s original definitions (Prawitz 1971, 1973, 1974, see) are not intended to make the notion of validity applicable only to derivations in a formal system whose set of rules is fixed in advance. On the contrary as the clause for the validity of open derivations makes clear, the system considered can be extended by means of further primitive symbols, provided that they are governed by introduction rules (satisfying the complexity condition) and elimination rules (satisfying the mild requirement discussed in Sect. 1).


	For which sub-derivations count as closed cf. footnote 4.


	The validity of such a derivation seems to be the most direct counterpart in the typed setting of the weakly solvability of \(\lambda y. \mathtt {app}(\lambda x.\mathtt {app}(x, x)\ ,\ \lambda x.\mathtt {app}(x, x))\) (see Abramsky and Ong 1993, §1.1 and §2.3).
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